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Greetings Champion!!!
Thank you for taking the time to download and read this very important
Document. I am confident that it will be very helpful to you in your quest to
find out…

“How Do I Do The TOEFL?”

First Of All...

F

or those of you who are thinking it – yes… the title is a little strange.
Because when we are talking about “doing” the TOEFL – we are usually
referring to the act of “taking” the exam ( which is clearly explained in my
TOEFL Excellence Training System).

H

owever – having taught English & specialized in The TOEFL Exam for
over 10 years now – I know what a person is asking for, when they ask me
this question (and they ask me this question a lot!… Which is why I wrote this
helpful guide.)

E

ssentially – when a person asks me this question – it is clear to me that
they need to know, basically… EVERYTHING related to The TOEFL Exam.
From first finding out that there IS such a thing as “The TOEFL” – all the way to
the actual taking of the exam itself.

T

hat being said – this little book will also be very helpful to any of you who
may already know a little bit about the exam. Perhaps there will be
something that you missed or simply didn’t know before. So keep reading!

I

am presenting this book in the form of a sort of Step-By-Step procedure of
the things that you should do – from the time that you first hear the term
“TOEFL” – or first find out that you need ( or may need) to take it – all the way to
actual exam day.

S

ome of the steps may be done out of the order presented here, and some
of the things listed – you may already have done. That’s great! This is just
my idea of a good way of “Doing The TOEFL”, based on my 10+ years of
experience in helping people to “Achieve Excellence On The TOEFL iBT Exam”

Finally...

B

efore going any further – I must tell you that I am not in any way affiliated
with, or endorsed by ETS – the organization which created & administers
the exam (But I give much better customer service than they do. ) :D – nor am I
associated any of the Official Testing Centers or Universities around the world.

W

hat I AM – is a teacher who really likes the TOEFL Exam! (Which is very
strange because I HATED school, and ESPECIALLY exams! ) I also have a
history of success with helping people do really well on The TOEFL Exam. In
fact – in almost every case – my students have done far-better than they
thought they would. (However, this is only true when they have actually
applied themselves & followed my instructions. If you want to succeed, you
have to actually do some work!)

So Now That We’ve Got That Covered…

(“The Teacher” with his first TOEFL class in Plovdiv, Bulgaria)

Let’s Get Into It!!!
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:D

Phase One
~

Finding Out That There Is Such A Thing As “The TOEFL” – And That
You May Need To Take It

A

ccording to the Wikipedia page about The TOEFL Exam – there are
about 2.3 Million people that take the exam every year. And if you are
reading this, then there is a pretty good chance that you just found out that
you will be one of them.

H

owever – it is also possible that you are one of the many people who has
simply heard (somewhere, or from someone) that you MAY need to take
something called “The TOEFL” – and now you need to find out what the heck it
is, and how to go about taking it, and basically… “How To Do The TOEFL” :D

I

f you have found out from a University that you are applying to, that they
require the TOEFL Exam for their admissions – then you are already past the
first step. The same is true if you have discovered that you need to take The
TOEFL for immigration purposes.

I

n those cases – the next step is to speak with the same person that gave you
that information in order to find out “What Score You Need To Achieve”.

T

his is vital information to have because The TOEFL Exam is not what is
often called a “Pass-Fail” Exam. In other words – the “Passing” score is
determined by the University, or Institution that requires you to take the exam
– and is therefore different for nearly everyone.

Other Possibilities?

…
#1 – For University

I

f you are not one of the lucky ones who has been told that you DO need to
take the TOEFL Exam – then you now know who to speak to in order to find
out: if you DO need to take the exam, and what score you need.

A

nd if you have not-yet been so blessed as to know if you need to take the
exam and who to speak to in order to find out... Well, then…

You Need To Speak With The Admissions
Department Of The University You Are
Applying To

T

he Admissions Department of virtually any University in the world will be
able to give you this information. Otherwise – they will be able to put you
in touch with whichever department or person that WILL have that information
if they do not.

(I do not have any contact information for any Universities around the world, so you will have to
find that information on your own)

#2 – The TOEFL For Immigration Purposes

I

f you need to – or think that you need to – take The TOEFL Exam for
immigration purposes...

You Need To Speak With The Embassy Of
Whatever County That You Are Wishing To
Emigrate To & Find Out The Requirements
Regarding The TOEFL For Immigration
Purposes
◦ Do They Require It?
◦ What Score Is Needed?
◦ What Other Information Can They Provide So That
You Do Everything Correctly?

(Similarly to the above situation, I do not have any contact information for any of the
Embassies around the world. You will have to find that information on your own. But if you
found this guide, then I think that you can find that information as well.)
;)

Check-List
1. Have You Been Told That You Need To
Take The TOEFL iBT Exam?
✔ Yes
➔

Excellent! – You May Move To The Next Chapter

✔ No
➢

Have You Been Told That You May Choose
Between The TOEFL & Some Other Exam?
✔ Yes
➔ Then Choose The TOEFL & Move To The Next Step
➔ (or) Choose The Other Exam, and Pass This Guide
To Someone Who Will Be Taking The TOEFL Exam

✔ No
➔Then what is your interest in The TOEFL?
(contact me at: theteacher@givemesomeenglish.com)

2. Do You Need To Take The TOEFL Exam
For Entering A University?
✔ Yes
➔Perfect! – Contact The Admissions Department At
That University To Find Out What Score You Must
Achieve On The Exam, And Ask For Any Other
Information That You Need In Order To Do
Everything Correctly

✔ No
➔Then it must be for immigration purposes – Move
To The Next Step

3. Do You Need To Take The TOEFL Exam
For Immigration Purposes?
✔ Yes
✔ Great! – Then Contact The Nearest Embassy Of
The Country That You Wish To Emigrate To, In
Order To Find Out What Score You Must Achieve On
The Exam. Remember To Ask For Any Other
Information That You Need In Order To Do
Everything Correctly

➢ No
✔ If it is not for a University, and not for Immigration
purposes, then why exactly do you feel that you
need to take The TOEFL Exam?
(contact me at: theteacher@givemesomeenglish.com)

A

fter going through the short check-list above, you should have completed
the first TWO major steps.

• You Have Found-Out IF You Need To Take The TOEFL
Exam Or Not
and

•

You Have Gotten The Information About What Is
Required Of You To Be successful

Good Job Champion!
You May Move To The Next Phase!

:D

Phase Two
~
You Know That You Need To Take The TOEFL Exam
(Or You Have Chosen-To)… Now What Do You Do First?
(a.k.a. “The Preliminaries & Essentials”)

S

o you have found out that you DO need to take the TOEFL Exam – or you
have chosen-to... Now we get into the Preliminary Steps that you need to
take, in order to get yourself prepared.

The Main Three Preliminaries

F

irst of all – you should have already gotten the information about what
score you need to achieve on the exam when you were speaking to either
the Admissions Department or the Embassy. And you should have already
asked them for any additional information that you need so that you do
everything correctly.

P

art of that “extra” information that they ( hopefully) have already given to
you should also contain information about any deadlines that you have for
getting your scores submitted to them – as well as the Address & Person or
Department that you need to have those scores sent to.

A

ny additional information beyond that – The Score Needed + The
Deadline For Scores Being Submitted & Where To Actually Have
The Scores Sent – will be unique to each University or institution, and I can
not comment on that (since, as I said, I am not affiliate or associated with any of them ).
But they will give you that information if you ask.

O

nce You Know The Main Three Preliminaries you can start planning your
preparation of The TOEFL Exam.
But there are at least 11 other
ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL things that you NEED to Know & Have, in order to “Do”
& be Successful on the TOEFL Exam. And you should Know & Have these 11
things even BEFORE the Main Three Preliminaries... They Are:

1) The Necessary Language Skills

2) The Ability To Type

3) Enough Money

4) The Ability To Accommodate Your Schedule

5) The Ability To Travel

6) The Ability To Remain Focused

7) The Ability To “Hold It”

8) Confidence In Your Abilities

9) At Least 3 Months To Prepare

10) An Additional Month For Scores To Be Sent

11) A Passport

I

am not going to go into any further explanation about each of those 11
things in this guide because I have already created a free course which fully
explains those things in more detail. You can take that course, simply by
registering for the course here: What You Need To Know & Have BEFORE
Registering For The TOEFL iBT Exam

I

f you are not able to check-off each item on that list in the free course – then
there is absolutely NO reason to spend waste your money on taking The
TOEFL Exam… At least not yet. Once you are able to check-off each thing on
that list… THEN you can think about taking The TOEFL Exam… ( I’m just trying to
save you some money!) ;)

Check-List
1. Do You Have…?
✔ The Necessary Language Skills
✔ The Ability To Type
✔ Enough Money
✔ The Ability To Accommodate Your Schedule
✔ The Ability To Travel
✔ The Ability To Remain Focused
✔ The Ability To “Hold It”
✔ Confidence In You Abilities
✔ At Least 3 Months To Prepare
✔ An Additional Month For Scores To Be Sent
✔ A Passport
Once You Can Check “YES” On All Of The Above – Then You
Can Start Planning Further Preparation For The TOEFL Exam
(If you have not-yet taken the free course which explains these 11
Essentials, then Register Here… It’s free!)

2. Do You Know Information For The
Three Main Preliminaries? – (What Score You
Need To Achieve – Where To Send The Scores – And The
Deadline For Them To Arrive)

✔ Yes
➔

Excellent! – You May Move To The Next Chapter

✔ No
➔

A

Then you know exactly what you need to work
on… Get those things done, and then continue
from the next chapter

fter going through Free Course & The Check-List above, you will be ready
to start preparing for The TOEFL Exam like the Champion that I know you

are!

You’re Doing Great!
Keep Up The Excellent Work & Move To The Next Phase!

Phase Three
~
You’ve Got “The Preliminaries” Covered…
Now What’s This Exam All About?

T

he TOEFL Exam is NOT like ANY other exam on the planet. And even
though I am not a “Traditional” education kind of guy – I actually think that
this exam is pretty cool! This is because – The TOEFL Exam does NOT test
what you already know...

The Exam Tests Your Ability To Learn New Information
&
To Communicate About That Information In English

S

o you will need to have at least an Intermediate level of English to be able
to take the exam (and to function in an English-Speaking University ) – but you will
not be directly tested on the English knowledge that you have.

In Other Words...

T

here is NO Grammar Section of the exam & there is NO Vocabulary Section
of the exam (there are some Vocabulary Questions, but the answers to those Questions
are actually IN THE READING PASSAGES!!!) :D

What You Will Find In The Exam Is:
• A Reading Section – with many traditional multiple-choice,
and other exam-type questions & tasks
• A Listening Section – with very similar questions & tasks to
what is in The Reading Section
• A Speaking Section – where-in you will be asked to talk
about various topics & information (you will be recording your
answers with a microphone)
• A Writing Section – where-in you will be asked to write two
pieces, very similar to two of the tasks in The Speaking Section

T

he TOEFL Exam is done on-line, but you must “Do” ( or as we say in American
English “take” the exam) at an Official Testing Center.
You will receive
information about the name and location of the testing center when you
register for the exam on-line.

T
Y

he exam takes about 3 – 3 ½ hours to finish, and the entire test runs on an
automatic timer which you will not be able to stop or control in any way.

ou will be taking the exam in an official Testing Center which has been
approved by the organization that created & administers the exam, so
there is no other way to take The TOEFL iBT Exam. Do not be fooled by anyone
telling you otherwise. You can not “buy” a TOEFL Certificate, and if the testing
center is not listed by ETS (or on the GiveMeSomeEnglish!!! TOEFL Portal)
then it is NOT an official testing center… Do NOT Give Them Your Money!!!

T

here is a now a so-called “Special Home Edition” of the TOEFL Exam that
was created for the “Covid Crisis”, but the way that ETS has chosen to
provide this exam is absolutely horrible and I STRONGLY recommend AGAINST
taking this version. To find out why, you can watch A Video That I Made On
The Topic, Here.

T

o learn more about what is in The TOEFL Exam, regarding the content and
the structure of the exam – you can go simply start with the free lessons IN
The TOEFL Excellence Training system, and you even have 3 days to go
through the lessons in the paid subscription levels, before you have to
pay… (you can go through a lot of lessons in 3 days! ) So you really have
NOTHING to loose, and EVERYTHING to gain!

S

o now you have a good (albeit) brief introduction of what is IN the Exam
and what it is all about. And you also have a way (with the sample lessons)
to get even more detailed information, absolutely free. So Do IT!!! :D

You May Move To The Next Phase Champion!

Phase Four
~
You Know What The Exam Is About… Now You Need
To Know What’s In It?
(a. k. a. “Learning The Format Of The Exam”)

T

he VERY FIRST thing that you should learn about – regarding the content of
the exam is “The Format”. Many of you probably already know a bit about
this due to all of the YouTube videos about this, and from hearing about it from
others who have taken the exam.

I

n fact, this is about the only information that you can get on the exam
without having to actually pay for a text-book or a TOEFL Preparation course.

(That is, of course, unless you subscribe to The TOEFL Excellence YouTube Channel,
where-in you can actually see the videos that are part of The TOEFL Excellence Training
System. They are helpful, but they are only PART of the Preparation course. They are NOT a
replacement for the course.)

T

o get an idea of everything that is IN The Entire TOEFL Excellence Training
System, you can see The “System” Page, Here. Or, you can compare
the differences in each level on The Pricing Page, Here. You can also benefit
by reading This Blog Post that I wrote on the matter, and which I consistently
keep updated so that it reflects the present state of The TOEFL Exam.

After Reading The Blog Post
You May Move To The Next Phase
;)

Phase Five
~
“Going It Alone” Or “Investing In Your Future”
???

I

have already mentioned the courses that I have available, and I have also
given you links to a number of very helpful free preparation materials. But
this is the chapter where its probably going to SOUND like I’m trying to “sell”
you something. I can’t avoid that. However, because of that, I am actually
NOT even going to ask you to buy anything. Instead I want to share with you a
little of my philosophy.

I

started TOEFL Excellence as a business, because – like everyone else – I
need to be able to make a living. And I would much rather make a living by
TRULY helping people to achieve their dreams, than to work for a corporation
that is only focused on getting as much money as they possibly can, without
caring for their customers or the employees that make it possible for them to
become so profitable…

(and that is exactly the kind of company that I worked for, all throughout the development the
TOEFL Excellence Training System.)
:(

A

lso – at the time that I was originally writing this PDF – I was still work a
full-time job for one of the largest on-line language teaching companies in
the world. And like everyone else, my life has also been greatly affected by all
of the changes in the world over the last couple years.

B

ut I started creating TOEFL Excellence BEFORE this all started because I
wanted to do something good in this world, in a way that working for
another company would NOT allow me do. The way that traditional language
schools approach the subject of preparing people for The TOEFL Exam, is – in
my professional opinion – Completely Wrong!!! In fact, I wrote an article on this
as well. You can read that here: Why Traditional TOEFL Preparation
Course May Be A Bad Idea.

I

only tell you this because a lot of people have this idea that whenever
someone is trying to “sell” something – that they are automatically trying to
“cheat” you. But if you read the article above, you will see why I believe that
that is EXACTLY what is happening to you in almost ALL other TOEFL
Preparation Courses, at any “traditional” language school. And once again –
another reason for why I created TOEFL Excellence.

S

o hopefully by now, you have realized that I am ACTUALLY & TRULY trying
to help you to “Achieve Excellence On The TOEFL iBT Exam”… And I
hope that you have also realized, that when I tell you: YOU NEED TO TAKE A
TOEFL PREPARATION COURSE – It is not because I only want to make money by
selling you a subscription. Of course, I would be happy if you did subscribe.
But more importantly, it is because – after specializing on this exam for as long
as I have – I have seen FAR too many people fail, simply because they took a
course at a traditional language school, that didn’t prepare them properly – or
because they didn’t want to spend the money necessary to take ANY sort of
TOEFL Preparation Course at all!

T

he worst part about this is that – because they chose to not spend the small
amount of money on a preparation course (which is the least expensive part of
“Doing” the TOEFL & Going to University or Emigrating to another country)… and instead
they decided to try studying for the exam on their own – those people, sadly,
did not achieve the score that they needed on the exam. This is because most
of the material that is available for free, is out-dated, and can not give you
everything that you need to succeed.

T

he results of this situation are that – not only did they waste money on
taking the exam (when they were only trying to save a little money during preparation )
– but a lot of them also wasted their opportunity to go to the University, or to
move to the country that they wanted to.

M

any of these people then have to wait until the next year to apply to the
school that they want to go to. But I have heard from a lot of people who
just gave up on their dreams of Immigration or going to that particular
University all together… Simply because they were trying to save a little bit of
money, at the expense of their future. And by doing this, they lost the
motivation to try again, because they thought that it would be too expensive if
they “failed” a second time.

Yet Another Reason Why I Created TOEFL Excellence

I

am not trying to scare you into paying for a subscription. Nor can I force you
to pay for one or buy a course from me. You could just as easily spend you
money somewhere else (although I don’t recommend it! ) But YOU need to be
the one who makes those decisions for yourself! I only hope that you can
“hear” the truth of what I am “saying”, and can tell by my words that I am an
honest person, who truly wants to help.

If You Want To Watch A Short Video I Made About This, Click Here

I

f you have any questions about anything else, please let me know. I am
always happy to help when I am able.

theteacher@givemesomeenglish.com

Now That We’ve Gotten That Out Of The Way
Let’s Move To The Next Phase

Phase Six
~
How You Can Tell Which Courses & Materials Are Good
(And Which Ones Are A Waste Of Your Time And Money)

T

his question is not so easy to answer, but it’s a very important question.
The problem that we need to focus on here is that – If you don’t know
anything about The TOEFL Exam, then how would you know if the course is
“good” or not?

S

econdly – if you are looking for courses on-line, they may tell you what is IN
the course, but you don’t actually get to see the material until you have
already paid for it. This is actually quite normal. With most things that one
would buy, we don’t get to try it out before we pay for it. ( With the exception of
maybe food at a restaurant.)

I

t is for this reason that any reputable On-Line Course, SHOULD give you a
Money-Back Guarantee. And of course I wouldn’t say this if I didn’t actually
do it myself! If you purchase ANY course or subscription level of the TOEFL
Excellence Training System – you have 14 Days to see if the course is right
for you. If you don’t like it, just let me know and I’ll give you your money back.
But even before that – you have 3 days to preview the course material before
you are charged for the course. And as I mentioned before, you can go through
a lot of lessons in 3 days! Just try to see who else offers you such a guarantee!

S

o this gives you PLENTY of time to see for yourself, that The TOEFL
Excellence Training System IS The Best TOEFL Preparation System
in The Entire Universe! And therefore – It Is Right Course For You! But, if for
any reason, you change your mind, then I will refund your money.

But What About The Lesson Material?

W

ell that is obviously much more important than whether you can get your
money back if you don’t like the course. Because if the course is “good”
– well then you won’t need to worry about getting your money back. ( I think that
mine are excellent, but that’s because I made then) ;)

M

ost training courses on-line are actually provided by language schools
whose primary focus is on the actual school itself, and the on-line training
portion is secondary to the business.

A

dditionally, these schools have numerous employees who need to get paid
on a regular basis, so the focus is on quantity rather than quality ( so they
can pay their bills!). And don’t get me wrong, I’m sure that they are effective
for some people. But if you are NOT successful – does that hurt their
reputation? Do they care? Not the administrators for literally EVERY school
that I have ever worked for… ( not really anyway.) You Can Read More
About That Here.

A

nd on the topic of administrators: These are the people at the schools who
decide how every class should be done regardless of the students’ actual
needs. And these are the people at the schools who get paid the most! – who
get paid first! – and who usually do not even do ANY of the teaching!… does
that sound right?

N

ow I have absolutely no problem with a businesses making money, but in
an ideal world – that should be secondary to the service provided.
Unfortunately, we do not live in an “Ideal World”. So the traditional language
schools are primarily focused more on THEIR success, rather than on YOURS.

T

hat is why a course at a typical language school (whether on-line or at the actual
language school) costs between $165–$350 ( and even as much as $2000!!!). I
presently live in the poorest country in the EU, and even here a course is the
equivalent of $165. And that is for only six Classes!!!

L

uckily for you – the only people who ARE able to... and actually NEED to
function with a “Service First & Money Second” focus are Entrepreneurs,
and what are sometimes called “Solo-preneurs”… And Guess what I AM? ;)

But Back To The Point...

A

nother thing to think about is that: Because language schools are exactly
that – language schools – and not “TOEFL Schools” – the teachers are not
TOEFL Specialists. And often-times the “TOEFL Teachers” only know what is in
the text-book that they are teaching from… (and as I mentioned before, most of them
are out-dated.)

B

ut I think that the MOST IMPORTANT thing to think about, is this: The way
that language schools teach English, or any of the exams that they have
courses on – is by filling you full of information ABOUT the topic, and giving you
TONS of vocabulary and random information to absorb, with the idea that...
“you may not need all of it, but you will probably need some of it.”

I

n other words – they make you do all the work with the hopes that you
absorb enough information to be able to achieve the score that you need.
Does that sound like something you want to spend hundreds of dollars on?

T

he way that TOEFL Excellence is designed is completely the reverse of
that. I don’t make you memorize gigantic lists of vocabulary because – if
your English level is high enough ( see the list of 11 preliminaries and the related free
course) then you will NOT need ANY of that vocabulary on the exam!!!

I

show you How To FIND the answer to Vocabulary Questions! Because, not
only is Vocabulary one of the most minor things on the exam – but the
answers to almost ALL vocabulary questions are IN the exam itself (or they are
using vocabulary that you will already know at an Intermediate level. )

S

o Instead of doing things the “traditional” way, of giving you tons of
information that you will NOT need – in the hopes that you MAY need some
of it – I have “Reverse Engineered” the entire exam. I started with the final
result for each Question & Task and worked backwards from there, to what you
NEED to know, and nothing else to waste your time.

I

took the knowledge that I had from years of teaching the exam – and I show
you how to FIND the correct answer for each different Question-Type, and how
to FORM an Excellent response to the different Task-Types.

This Is What We Call
“Results Oriented Thinking”
And If your Results Are “Good”, And You Are A Happy
& Satisfied Customer…
Well Then…
(if the business experts are right)

Then My Results Will Be “Good”
As Well
(But We Are Actually Aiming At “Excellence” Here)
;)

A

nd it is exactly for this reason that I am so confident in My System, and
why I can charge so much less for my courses – even though I believe that
they are far superior to ALL others that are available ANYWHERE in the world!

Phase Seven
~
What Else You Need To Do In Order To Get Ready
(Once You Have Finally Found Decided On “Achieving TOEFL Excellence”)

T

he first two things that you will need in order to get ready for the TOEFL
Exam... Whether you decide to take my course, or someone else’s...
Whether you choose an on-line training system, or you decide to go to the
language school in your area and take a TOEFL Preparation Course there... No
matter which choice you make, you will definitely need...

The Right Attitude
&
Motivation For Success

T

hose two things are very similar. And often-times, Motivation can actually
help give you The Right Attitude. Or, The Right Attitude can actually get
you Motivated.

H

ow to do this is different for each person, and I am not a motivation
expert. But what I can say for sure, is that hearing a teacher say “this is
really difficult/tricky/hard/etc..” Well that is not very Motivating, and in my
opinion, it is completely the wrong attitude… unfortunately, I hear things like
this ALL THE TIME from other teachers, and in the videos of nearly everyone
who makes videos about The TOEFL Exam… Most of them my competitors.

N

ow, I would never lie to you. I’m not going to give you any false hope
about anything. In fact I think I was brutally honest about the topic of NOT
taking a TOEFL Preparation Course. But I’m also not going to EVER tell you that
something is difficult… Because It Is NOT!!!

T

here is nothing “Difficult” on The TOEFL Exam! It may take you a bit of
work to prepare. But there is literally NOTHING on the TOEFL Exam that is
difficult. You simply need to learn the correct steps to take… And then take
them… This is EXACTLY what I teach you in my courses.

A

nd every time I call you a “Champion”, or say that “You Can Do It!”, or
say that something is “Easy!”… it’s because I not only believe it… But I
also know that once you believe it as well… Then you Absolutely WILL

“Achieve Excellence On The TOEFL iBT Exam!”
Let Me Help You To Do This

Claude Cote
a. k. a. “The Teacher”
theteacher@givemesomeenglish.com

Other Helpful Resources

The TOEFL Excellence Training Courses

The GiveMeSomeEnglish!!! TOEFL Portal

The GiveMeSomeEnglish!!! TOEFL Vocabulary Database

The GiveMeSomeEnglish!!! TOEFL FAQS & Informational
Database

Blog Posts About The TOEFL iBT Exam

TOEFL Excellence On YouTube

TOEFL Excellence On Facebook

Any Questions?

theteacher@givemesomeenglish.com

